
 

Nicolas Bravos 
Actor – Pianist 

  

Profile: 

Height: 5’ 10’’ (1.78m)                                                                                                    Age: 26  

Weight: 154 lbs (70 kg)                                                                                                   Physical Condition: Athletic 

Hair colour: Brown   

Eye colour: Brown                                                                          Mobile: +30 694 57 57 034 

Hair length: Long                                                                                                      E-mail: nicbravos@gmail.com 

 

Nationality: Greek                                                                                                           Skype: nicolas.bravos 

Voice type:  Baritone 

   

Theatre 
2016-17:  Don Baker, “BUTTERFLIES ARE FREE” by Leonard Gershe. 

 Dir. Nikos Nikolaides, Dimotiko Theatro Latsion (Nicosia, Cyprus). 

2014-15:  Ruben, “BONES” by Peter Straughan. 

 Dir. Iossif Vardakis, Aggelon Vima (Athens, Greece). 

2014-15:  Zefyros, “AKROVATES TIS TYHIS” by Kelly Stamoulaki. 

 Dir. Kelly Stamoulaki, Gialino Mousiko Theatro (Athens, Greece) 

2014:  Young man, “KSIMERONI KYRIAKI” by Panagiotis Bratakos. 

 Dir. Manos Petousis, Τheatron “Hellenic Cosmos” (Athens, Greece). 

2013-14:  Various Roles, “SORRY I’M GREEK” by Lakis Lazopoulos. 

 Dir. Lakis Lazopoulos, Theatro Bretania (Athens, Greece). 

2013-14:  Triantafyllos, “OS TIN AKRI TOU ONEIROU” by Kelly Stamoulaki. 

 Dir. Kelly Stamoulaki, Gialino Mousiko Theatro (Athens, Greece). 

2012: Pylades, “THE HOMECOMING” by Yiannis Ritsos. 

 Dir. Yiannis Iordanidis, 15th UCY Cultural Festival (Nicosia, Cyprus). 

2011: Pianist,  “THE HUMAN VOICE” by Jean Cocteau. 

 Dir. Yiannis Iordanidis, Dipethe Roumelis  (Tour in Greece). 

2011: Attik, “FOTA, KLAKETA, XEIROKROTIMATA” by Angelos Andreopoulos. 

 Dir. Αlexandros Liakopoulos, Theatro Athinaion (Thessaloniki) – Dimitris Potamitis Theatre (Athens) 

2011: Pianist,  “TREIS KORES EN KAMINO” by Vassilis Myrianthopoulos. 

        Dir. Vassilis Myrianthopoulos, Badminton Theater “Variete” (Athens, Greece). 

2011: Pianist, “ONEIROPOLEIO” by “Oneirofylofiloi” group. 

 Dir. Alexander  Raptotasios, Bars in Athens & 1st Athens Bar Theatre Festival (Athens, Greece). 

2010: Orestes, “ORESTES” by Yiannis Ritsos. 

 Dir. Yorgos Karvuntzis, Kiato Apothikes Aso (Kiato, Greece) 

2010: Pianist,  “MOONLIGHT SONATA” by Yiannis Ritsos. 

 Dir. Yorgos Karvuntzis, 22nd Porto Heli International Festival of Art and Culture (Porto Heli, Greece). 

  

Film 
2017: Manolakis, “BACHELOR 2” (feature film), Dir. Yiannis Papadakos. 

2012:        Antoine, “RED CITY” (feature film), Dir. Manos Cížek. 



 53rd Thessaloniki Film Festival Official Selection. 

  

Television 
2015-17:  Filippos (series regular role), “DIDYMA FEGGARIA”. 

    ANT1 Channel, Dir. Andreas Georgiou. 
2015:   Dimitris (recurring role: ep. 100-125), “DIKAIOSI”. 
    MEGA Channel, Dir. Dimitris Arvanitis 

2014-15:  Petros (series regular role), “MODERNA OIKOGENEIA” (“MODERN FAMILY” adaptation – role: Dylan). 
    MEGA Channel, Dir. Pierros Andrakakos (season 1 ) / Spiros Rasidakis (season 2). 

2013:     Lefteris (guest star role: season 1, ep. 23-24 “Eortastiko”),  “MIN ARHIZEIS TI MOURMOURA”. 
    ALPHA Channel, Dir. Antonis Aggelopoulos. 

2013:    “Drasis” member (guest star role: ep. 7 “Gries en Drasei”), “DIA TAFTA”. 
    OTE TV and ALPHA Channel, Dir. Lakis Lazopoulos & Dimitris Stamatopoulos. 

  

  

  
 

Education & Training 
  

2010-14:  Acting Studio with Eleni Skoti, Epi Kolono Theatre. 

  

2008-14:  Medical School, University of Athens (UOA). 

  

2008-11:  Advanced Courses of Italian Language and Culture, Italian Cultural Institute of Athens. 

  
 Seminars 
  

2015-16:  Acting with Dimitris Lalos, Akadimia Platonos Theater  & Tempus Verum Theater. 
  

2014:       “The Actor In Front Of The Camera” with Reina Eskenazy, EOS Art (10 hours). 
  

2014: “Actors On Camera” with Dinos Panagokos, Alkmini Theatre (50 hours). 
  

2013-15:  David Mamet’s  Acting Technique “Practical Aesthetics” with George Haratzas and Korina Chrisaidou, 
 

              Michael Cacoyiannis Foundation (more seminars). 
  

2012: Theatrical Fencing - Stage Combat with Haris Georgiadis, Arts Studio “DIA-THESIS”. 
  

  

Music 
  

Piano (highly skilled), guitar, accordion, harmonica, singing, songwriting 
  

2014: Music Performance Advanced Degree in Classical Piano (with honours -2nd prize)  

      Yorgos Manessis class, Contemporary Conservatory of Athens. 

2006:      Music Performance Degree in Classical Piano (with honours) 

 Valery Sagaidachny’s class, Protypo Conservatory of Aigio. 



  

1997-2014: Classical Piano lessons 

2001-2002: Classical Guitar lessons 

  

Advanced Theory of Music 

2011-12: Counterpoint-Fugue lessons with composer Korniios Selamsis 

2005: Degree in Harmony of Music with Andreas Hasapis 

  

Singing-Dance 

2012-13:   Jazz Dance with Wendy Gibbins, Studio Take Your Time. 

2012:        Butoh Dance with Katerina Drakopoulou  

2009-10:  Modern Singing with Margarita Papadimitriou, Central Conservatory of Athens. 

  

Languages 
  

English (fluent), Italian (good), French (basic), Spanish (basic), Greek (mother tongue) 

  

Sports-Other Interests 
  

1998-2005:  Basketball (AOX Team) 

  

Running, Cycling, Swimming, Horseback riding, Hiking, Canyoning, Skiing, Skydiving (tandem), Scuba-diving, 

Tennis, Football, Theatrical fencing. 
  

Commercials 

2012:  OPAP Joker, Agios Valentinos. 

2011:  VODAFONE Fantaros, Singer. 

   

                                                                                                                                             www.nicolasbravos.com 

    
 

http://www.nicolasbravos.com/
http://www.nicolasbravos.com/

